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Volume 10
Issue X
1957-2009
Mission Statement
The Angle is St. John Fisher College's literary magazine.
We are a student-run organization that strives to provide an insightful and eclectic
showcase of the St. John Fisher College Community's literary work and artwork.
We promote the free expression of ideas, regardless of the
personal beliefs of The Angle staff
All work is judged anonymously and those pieces with the most votes
become a part of The Angle.

Errata
In the last issue of The Angle (Vol. rn, Iss. IX),
we incorrectly spelled the last name of
ELIAS VAN SON,

the featured author of that issue's
"The Angle Presents" poetry collection.
Sorry, Eli!
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ANGLE'S HOME GROWN AWARDS
EDITORS' PICKS*

A WALK IN THE BRONX by EdysonJulio
SOMEWHERE I AM NOT by Julie Scott
ODE TO THE AMOEBA by Chris Jesse
AGORAPHOBIA by Kevin McAllister

*Editor's Note: In an impressive display of synchronicity;
these poems were chosen unanimously by the members
of the Literary Review Committee. For this reason,
we have not assigned rankings to this issue's Award Winners.

UNREQUITED LOVE

LAUREN POST

I
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MOTHER EARTH AND SUN
poetry by

SHANA KING
It can be as simple as the sun rises to help its family grow:
to love each other,
nurture the land, mind and heart.
Respect for the soil that I am: Queen.
Reflection of God, the sun, the soil and your hand.
Did I dig deep enough? Well, it has been a long time for us.
You may think it's not in your memory, but it's definitely in our blood. Queen, sunshine, soil, love, part of the
reproductive system.
Sweet chocolate from heaven, God's love reflection - in your eyes.
Bitter sweet man, my King, respect you shall receive.
One of the sistas that remember: I am a Queen.
Brothas, please remember it runs through our blood.
I'll give you some of my love by bringing your spirit up
when it falls in the dark hole. Not only my words can explain,
my spirit, the sun, skin, love and simply the facts
that you are a King and I am a Queen.

2
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A WALK

IN THE BRONX
poetry by

EDYSON JULIO

He walks among the cracks and stares. In the
sky, the dingy clouds huddle, they lick each other at the tips.
His hands play hide and seek with the cold. Clenched,
in a fist, in empty, tight pockets. His teeth
chatter, lips chapped. His chin pressed against his upper chest.

5

Now he stares at the ground. The scattered needles,
empty soda bottles, the used condoms. He can
hear its voice - raspy, loud, lewd. Sometimes, though, rosy.
He stops walking, shoulders lightly brushing his earlobes.
The thick weight of the cold stiffens his body, numbs his face,

10

clogs his nose. But he continues to stare, to taste the cold.
He isn't only in his element, he has embodied it.
He walks among the cracks and stares.
The streets - undisguised, natural, bare.

3
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1
poetry by

KARA DREBITKO
Always, I choose
to walk through the earth and not the pavement,
where emerald moss licks at my boots
cunningly, like words on the tip of my tongue some ancient syllables,
out of the same dark clay that
clumped up and birthed Adam.
There is wisdom in the ground!
Thick, stubborn roots scar the mired landscape,
lump up, up! and
down in esoteric patterns surely I am treading upon the layers of a heart,
sharing blood with the mud cakes
that lie drinking my water; white stones cracked
under leather soles spit and hiss like the sun.

4
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THE CAR WASH
short fiction by

KATIE CONROY
I'm a rambler, I'm a gambler, I'm a long way from home;
and if you don 't like me well leave me alone.
I'll eat when I 'm hungry. I'll drink when I'm dry,
and if moonshine don 't kill me, I'll live 'til I die.

-The Clancy Brothers

The night commenced with a series of cruddy decisions. It began with an excellent suggestion,
and ended somewhere in Dansville. I had my first, and only, taste of Dansville that night. My hazy
memory recalls a lot of trees, and a few double-wides. The area I experienced is used primarily for hunting. As a result we lacked all amenities. We didn't have the luxury of bathrooms, street lights or cell
towers. The 6 of us were alone in the woods.
"Please, Clint, let's just stop for a minute so I can pee."
"Just go Katie, don't worry about it; just go."
"Clint, I don't know if I can ... "
"I went 5 minutes ago."
"But I don't have any other clothes with me."
"Who cares, you aren't going to be able to wear the clothes you have on anyway."
"Good point."
As we ran through the dark rainy night in our soiled clothes I felt like I needed my mind back.
The night was menacing. We were inundated with rain and dark. Thunder and lightning rolled and
cracked along with our broken spirits. Why were we running? I hate running. Our situation was not
going to change because we showed a little hustle. The path we ran was dominated by mature barren
trees. The intermittent stab of lightning illuminated our surroundings. Each stab affirmed our futile situation. We were fucked. I was moderately fucked; Clint was really fucked. When the drugs wore off and
the rain stopped, he would be forced to explain our actions to rational people. In the meantime, we were
determined to do something. Every problem has a solution, right?
Sean and Jocelyn were with us when the Jeep met its maker. They were willing to accept the
lack of control we had over our affairs. They were not interested in running back to camp and they didn't
need a solution. They were feeling the effects of the LSD. Ken Kesey said it best: "Man, when you lose
your laugh, you lose your footing." Sean and Jocelyn were away on a trip. They were not going to come
back early to face a crisis. I wish I had that kind of control. The control to accept your lack of it. I saw
the acid in my brain as a problem. What happened?
Moments earlier we had intentionally driven a Jeep into a raging creek. By intentionally, I mean
we sat around and made a group decision to get in the car and drive it into the creek. Every drug-abusing individual is at the mercy of her drug-abusing, decision-making self. We cripple ourselves from
being able to know right from wrong. Reality television has found a way to capitalize on our foggy
judgment.
An example of such exploitation would be the contestants on the show "Fear Factor." These
rational beings spend their 15 minutes of fame eating donkey balls at the notion of possibly winning
$50,000.00. That isn't even a life style change. What surprises me most is how low these people will go.
Not only do they eat pig snout, but they do it half-naked. This is how I felt during our crisis. I could
have been a contestant on Fear Factor.

5
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Ordinarily, I would never pee my pants. The idea of intentionally wetting myself is disturbing.
But I did. I did and if I wasn't high on 5 hits of acid and a case of beer I would probably decide that I
was running nowhere and could take the time to squat on the side of the road. I wonder how the candidates on Fear Factor would react if Joe Rogan announced, "Okay, teams, for your next challenge I am
going to need one of you to pee your pants." They would jump at the opportunity.
When Clint and I finished our shameless run to the camp, we were broken. We did not have any
plan to implement. We just wanted to get there. We wanted to separate ourselves from the wreckage. We
wanted to get a "do over." Our hopes were that the camp would generate a miracle. A miracle that would
elevate the Jeep from the depths of the swollen creek. It never happened. I don't think we were in any
position to ask for miracles. I think God saves his miracles for sick kids.
Chris and Steph were passed out when we entered the filthy trailer. Filthy is a gross understatement. Nothing in it had ever been cleaned. The one exception to that would be the water in the six foot
bong. I believe they changed that seasonally. The space was stifling. Every callous square inch of the
trailer was blanketed with debris. Every blanket and cushion was dirty and worn. These fabrics had spent
their last years being suffocated with smoke and the occasional spill of cheap beer. The walls were lined
with trashy, enticing women. The moment I stepped foot in the trailer I felt the plague of our affair. I
knew nothing good could ever come from such a bad place. Clint roused Chris from his coma-like slumber. He was not amused.
We convinced him to come check out the wreckage with us. It was still raining when we started
back. I decided to ditch my underwear. I figured that my underwear suffered the most when I urinated in
them. I wanted them gone, for good.
The walk back was much more enjoyable. I was beginning to accept our crisis and I resolved to
make the most of it. We were half way to the wreckage when the rain stopped.
The sun began to work its way up the horizon. The path we had run earlier was taking on a completely different look - a less terrifying look. The combination of dark and drugs had made me feel like I
was Jaime Lee Curtis in the movie Halloween. Maybe that is why I ran. Was I running from a hockeymasked murderer? Any rational person would pee their pants if they were running from Michael Meyers.
Justification: an absolute must for drug-abusing individuals.
We continued down the road feeling bad. Sean and Jocelyn were resting on two giant boulders
when we met up with them. They had embraced the situation and came out of it feeling great. The five
of us walked together to the scene of the incident. I wish I could call it an accident. When we reached
our destination we found the Jeep completely submerged and 20 feet from where we had jumped from it.
I took a quick look around. Disgusting; I could not believe I swam in this shitty creek. Now that we were
graced with light I took a quick inventory of my body. Jocelyn checked out my back. No leeches, thank
you Jesus.

6
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SOMEWHERE

I AM NOT

Ekphrastic poem based on ''Hotel Room" by Edward Hopper

JULIE SCOTT

She holds that little book in her hands,
as she always does after we make love.
She's here again for the weekend - physically,
I know, not emotionally.
Her mind is always somewhere else;
That "somewhere," I am not.
Tossed by the chair, her bags are always placed
where they can be easily grabbed,
if she left in a hurry.
"Put it away, honey." I say.
"Come back to me."
She never does.

7
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SEX
poetry by
JULIE SCOTT

Think of it as a mirror,
not that kind attached to the ceiling of a cheap motel,
but the kind that looks beyond the image
and makes you feel every inch of your body with your eyes.
The kind of mirror that's in a dressing room:
360 degrees of pure truth that you wish wasn't so honest.
You blame the cellulite on the lighting,
and the stretch marks on the funny angle.
The course grey carpeting under your feet
seems to be moving- spinning around and around,
making sure every inch of your naked body is exposed.
This mirror, that supposedly shows your reflection,
is nothing more than another way to keep you down;
Lay you down on the ground
as that grey carpeting scratches your back
and leaves marks that last for eternity.
Passion takes over as your stare into the glass.
Your heart beats faster and faster,
pounding inside your exposed chest.
You hate what you're seeing, staring back at you;
But you never turn away from the mirror.

8
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LABOR DAY
sestina by

SARAH CHRISTY
Holding onto the last minute or so of summer, sopping up the smells and looks of
everything. Finding white rocks
seaside, and wanting to spend my life that way, cradling my shoes
while my parents file aluminum chairs in the back of our car.
I'm dancing,
and like a stopwatch
has run out on me, my father calls - "Let's wrap up this story!"
"What do we need from the store?"
my father asks my mother. I count my rocks,
turning them over and over in my hands, and they click like a stopwatch.
But I want to spend my life without shoes,
in the sand, spinning, dancing,
and not in the back of our car,
not in any car
at all, not driving, especially not to the store.
Dancing
amongst the other white rocks,
without shoes,
without racing a stopwatch.
My father scratches his wrist, under his watch,
after stopping the car.
I slip into my shoes
and the store
with my mother. Two rocks
dance
in my fist. Dancing
and clicking like a stopwatch,
past off-season umbrellas and rockers,
half-priced hotdogs, Our Country storybooks,
red-white-and-blue car
decals, visors, hats, swim shoes.

9
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I slip swim shoes
over my bare feet, and dance
my heels into them, imagine a pebbled shore, jagged, in the middle of the store,
my mother timing me underwater with a stopwatch,
my father, in the car,
counting my white rocks.
I find an empty rocker, sit, and pull off the shoes.
After all, the water is cold, too cold for swimming. The car decals flap, dance in the breeze of a fan,
and like a stopwatch, on the loudspeaker, I hear "store closes in ten minutes for Labor Day."

IO
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ART GALLERY

GROWTH

WALTER CASPER

II
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ART GALLERY

WALTER CASPER
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ART GALLERY

STAGES OF FLIGHT

BORIS SAPOZHNIKOV

GAS STATION

BORIS SAPOZHNIKOV

13
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ART GALLERY

T HAT TREE'S NOT GOIN' ANYWHERE

CRAYON Box
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ODE TO THE AMOEBA
poetry by

CHRIS JESSE

The single-celled amoeba lives an extraordinary life
With asexual reproduction there's no need for a wife
So when the amoeba is ready it can do its own thing
To produce some intelligent and identical offspring
The amoeba is envied by its many microbe friends
You know this to be true if you look through a lens
Engulfing smaller microorganisms with phagocytosis
It can absorb or remove water through crucial osmosis
So when the amoeba decides it is time for the fission
The food vacuole must provide it the needed nutrition
The plasma membrane traps what is soon-to-be dinner
Because within the food chain, the amoeba is a winner
For us humans from the amoeba grave danger may lurk
Amoebic dysentery or encephalitis would not be a perk
It would not be long before you say the amoeba is a jerk
Maintaining homeostasis is the amoeba's primary goal
And if you asked why it'd say, "cause that's how I roll"
Understanding the amoeba there should be no confusion
Gases like oxygen can enter and leave through diffusion
And with that being said, we have reached the conclusion.

15
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SATURN'S RINGS AND UNATTEMPTED THINGS
poetry by

JULIE SCOTT

Brilliant beams of Saturn's rings do
shine across the Milky Way and
with it comes the unforgiving
feelings of the night. Don't disband,
leaving dreams so unattempted.
Possibilities reclaim our
once forgotten goals that render
chances that still long to take us
back to Saturn with out tender,
broken hearts of love once present.
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BOAT SHOES
poetry by

ANDREW WAYNE
When we have a destination in mind
The course is set, weather gauged.
When the wind is unfavorable
The sails tighten, we tack.
Making tough maneuvers.
Destination being set,
does that point not, when reached,
seem just as you expect?
When the day is warm and blue
and gentle winds lift
rested sheets
and you sit by the tiller
with an easy hand on the line,
letting the hull point herself,
watching the shoreline,
more easily appreciated.
Knowing uncertainty ...
If the breeze only gusts
a bluster,
so be it.
That point where the wind dies,
when night comes,

is the destination.

It cannot be anything

But the sails were filled without you.
And the worth of your seat,
perched just starboard,
you can slip off your shoes.

17
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THERE'S LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS
poetry by
ROBERT POPIELARZ

Empty inside, everything will subside
Deep down within, it is darkness and emotion only to hide
Sitting and wallowing in pity and misery
Never having a chance, from day one, throughout history
A failure and a fraud
Self-hatred like others have never thought
Striving to be something that will not be forgot
All the efforts go for naught
For who are you anyway, just another?
Lost soul in this life, who has much strife
Words of others may have scarred you so
And now they just ignore, and leave you low
The person hiding, deep down within
So that others can never truly see that which is

LIGHT

BORIS SAPOZHNIKOV
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You

KNEW THE ODDS
poetry by

JULIE SCOTT
You knew the odds of failure from the start,
that morning you sliced that fresh piece of clay
from the cool, wet brick, otherwise known
as opening a fresh notebook
and pressing a newly sharpened pencil to the page.
It never comes out as you see it in your head when you were inspired by some unknown
Figment of your imagination as time was passing
with its hectic speed of motion.
Broken shards of pottery spewn around the room
from previous experiences of unaccomplished productions
for your inspired imagination.
But this time you think it will be different.
Scraping, spinning, carving, spinning
over and over again as your lifeless mound develops into a creation
beyond your wildest dreams.
Fingers slide over fingers which wouldn't
normally touch,
with tiny pieces of dried clay
scratching your skin,
as that sharp pencil scrapes the page
until it becomes dull,
much like your creation over time.
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WONDER
poetry by
WALTER CASPER
To this day I wonder why.
What has kept me going?
The fire is burning,
Water has yet to quench.
My thirst or desire
Are yet to be satiated.
I live, but not for me I die.
I have tried and often failed.
I have worked but not succeeded.
I have played but gotten tired.
I have danced without a song.
Leaming and living.
The knowledge poured in.
Funneled and filtered,
Stirred and sifted.
I let it slide, slowly
Into me.
My body is here.
Soul and spirit driven,
A stoic vision
To live according to Him.
I try, but never faultless;
Always one is forgiven.
The end is coming.
Without knowledge to me,
I am blind to the day.
When I will pass,
Not unto death;
But life again.

20
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WATCHING THROUGH THE WINDOW
poetry by
WALTER CASPER

I see and then I realize.
I see the lights and then I realize where I'm heading.
I see the snow and realize it's not the fiberglass that is cutting up my lungs.
I realize the flakes are falling on me.
I feel the hard wheel and then I realize I'm touching it and it's cold.
And I see the tires turning, and then I realize they're turning on me.
I see unfamiliar scenery that becomes familiar when I realize that I'm lost.
So I begin to realize.
I'm tapping on these keys but I feel like they're tapping on me.
I don't know why they move, but I am in this duel now so I must complete my battle.
I fight hard and throw my fingers in their direction.
I let them know what I see and they then realize who I am.
Walter Casper IV

21
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POWER OFF
poetry by

ROBERT POPIELARZ

Power off
Close the blinds on my eyes
A lasting slumber needed in time
Rest comes in the form of eternity
For when I awake, your form is no more
I travel far off, but to no land
This place exists, if only for short
It is not of the mind, but something more
Try and find it, for sure your effort will be pure
If you fail, do persist

When you reach the pasture do not resist
Welcome its warmth, for your way is wary
Believe in its beauty, for you it will carry

22
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LETTER TO MY ANALYST
poetry by

KARA

DREBITKO

I

Wrists, fluttering lips
bubbling, giddy white teeth exposed it. must. be. true. love.
I laugh:
It's funny how we would rather bare our souls
to a complete stranger than a close friend
or lover:
ashamed in the one case,
vindictive in the other.
Whatever happened to integrity?

II

The words
bounce back off those blue
eyes that match
the room and the atmosphere,
strike
the pillows, my open palms
slip through helpless - hopeless - wide-fingered gestures
and decorate the tidy carpet;
soon, even these remnants will be swept away to make space
for the next confession.
It's a barber shop you're running, or a hotel rented by-the-hour...
So,
not true love:
our relationship is mechanistic, diagnostic
and your pragmatic appraisal is that i'm a
neurotic psychotic
dysphoric asthmatic hydro-electric,
damned to a life of illusions.

23
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III

The truth is (I know this) we're all fucked up.
But all I care is that,
when the season's ended, and the
parched earth opens up to the sky, waiting heavy
with April's rain, well,
i. feel. so. good. i. could. die.
Slumbering limbs yawn and unfurl
head tilted back up to the heavy sky
slick like oil, inhale, transforming into a multicolored lion
coiled shoulders dive with the breeze over the naked ground
in a new beginning.
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SUMMER'S LAST LIGHTS
poetry by

DILLON LYNN
When mourn burns
On Summer's soft edge,
Leaving May's subtle suns
and June's hammer sledge,
Beating and gleaming
all green to gold,
As the ocean rumples under
long nightly scolds:
Electric clouds
Dangling overhead,
High-rising
oven loafs
Yellow light
Slices like bread,
In an elegant
Sky to Sea toast

Burning mad through
the morns,
Burning nice through
the nights,
For the Fall
will be born
in Summer's last lights

25
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REMEMBER WHEN WE WERE IN AFRICA
poetry by

DILLON LYNN
Set her free and kiss her lips
Blow your mind and sail your ships
Make your mark and cast a flame
Bum out the fear and blot out the shame
Running to places for familiar faces
You see stale eyes beating outside
Fleeting cries awaken the unborn child
Who is taken from mother's womb
Ripped from an ancient tomb
Where innocence became lost
Experience? Claimed gained
Woven into the subtle plain
Sleep! Be gentle in a vast violet veldt
Where crouching hills blanket you down
Buckled back in the Persian Knight's belt
Seeps the soft radiant savior sound
Ecstasy all around this African ground
Apprehend the sound of this Ancient mound
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THE URINAL CHATS
short fiction by

MIKE WOLFE
I was fortunate (or unfortunate) enough to meet a person who forcibly embedded himself into
my mind during my senior year at Hilton High School. He taught English, or was, at least, paid to make
people think so. He was a large and robust man, his body frame reminiscent of the fat, golden Buddha I
would see every time I went to eat at Chinatown. His gleaming square head looked like something you
should serve Kool-aid from. His protruded and buggy eyes would have made him a target for any overly-curious chameleon.
Metherell's weight proved an insurmountable challenge for his belt, which failed to contain his
gut on a daily basis, instead allowing it to cascade over his waistline like an avalanche. I am confident
that his weight contributed evermore to the scientific oddity that Metherell was. Perhaps this was what
gave him the super-human ability to sweat through the armpits of his blank white polo-shirt even in the
dead of winter.
He would waddle decisively up and down the rows of desks, liberally spreading his biting aroma
of pungent sweat mixed with musk. Upon the conclusion of his rounds he would stare at us from behind
those sideshow eyes, gazing for up to minutes at a time. His ability to hold a gaze at what seemed like
absolutely nothing certainly complimented his goofy aura. Metherell never failed to captivate the rest of
us.
There were days when he would assure us of the magnitude of work that had to be done. These
statements were only further solidified as he progressed, discussing Vietnam, his son in Texas (that
worked at that one prison), and the dinosaurs. If a high school English student was looking for copious
amounts of useless information, Metherell certainly delivered tenfold. Some days he asked absolutely
nothing from us at all. Thinking back, it seems like Metherell spent the majority of our time ranting
about whatever thought unwittingly entered his prodigious head. Thankfully he never tried to apply
these thoughts somehow to the course curriculum, or English itself for that matter because he would
have failed miserably. When he wasn't ranting, he was taking a bathroom break - where he would continue his overflow of verbal diarrhea to whatever poor soul he happened to meet there. Nothing could be
accomplished until Metherell relieved himself. Unfortunately for us, there wasn't enough time in the day
for that to happen.
To my eventual dismay, I spent a good deal of time as a "poor soul" during my senior year. It's
incredible - perhaps even alarming - how vividly I recall the first time Metherell crossed my path in the
second floor bathroom by the English loft. I had left study hall to conduct my business within the supposed safety of my own private urinal. The halls were desolate except for a teacher wandering past the
library farther down the hall. The bathroom itself was deserted, to my delight. Life is always less complicated when you can relieve yourself in peace and privacy.
Shortly after I had picked my urinal (which was always the one on the end, closest to the wall if
available), I began to get settled; I was completely isolated within the confines of the abandoned restroom. Not even the impressively putrid stink I was submerged in could have made me feel less at home.
I could have danced the Charleston, sang Irish hymns, or even vandalized the walls in their vacancy and
not a soul would have been made aware. My brief moments of solitude were then abruptly interrupted
by the ominous sound of Metherell's voice stampeding down the hall.
"Kim! How we <loin' today?" erupted Metherell's voice, echoing through the wash area of the
restroom as though it were exhaled through an invisible microphone. With Metherell's assault on my
eardrums, I suddenly came to two realizations: first, that the teacher wandering by the library was my
economics teacher, Mrs. Saxton. The second, more depressing epiphany was that Metherell was headed
into the restroom - my restroom.
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I tried to hurry myself as his footfalls drew closer, hoping that I could finish before he covered
too much ground. As a male, I had learned through trial and tribulation that this was much too lofty a
goal. Instead, I closed my eyes tight with anticipation as I embraced my imminent failure and impending
doom. My eyes snapped open and fixated themselves intently on the bleak white tiles on the wall in front
of me as Metherell boomed his "friendly" words of greeting into my slowly recovering ears.
"Hello, Mike, how we <loin'?"
I had heard stories of Metherell' s restroom antics from a variety of sources, which is precisely
why I was so quick to establish a hasty defense against his verbal onslaught. My favorite part of those
stories, the part that I found the most humorous of all, was about how Metherell would start conversations
with his victims from the urinal directly next to theirs. I found myself lacing all traces of humor as he
waddled over and set up shop on my immediate right. I was now as ill-fated as those before me, and this
fact donated a feeling of helplessness mixed with despair as the conversation began. A depressing concoction of trivial questions and statements was about to breach my defenses.
"So what sorta' colleges have you been lookin' into?"
He placed so much emphasis on each 's' he spoke, that he showered the same tiles I was staring
at with flecks of saliva. I could see them splatter and adhere to the drab wall coverings, which almost
gave them a shred of character.
"Oh, a few ... "
My intent was to trail off and leave him contemplating my vague answer while I made my escape.
My weak attempt was fruitless, and Metherell proved its futility by progressing to his next topic.
"So how you likin' 1984 so far?"
Metherell was obviously referring to George Orwell's masterpiece, which coincidentally became
one of my favorite books - no thanks to Metherell.
My awkward response was issued just as I finished my business. As I recall, my words were rich
with false sincerity, as though they were designed to fool him into thinking I was anything but horribly
ill-at-ease and disturbed.
"It started slow, but I'm really getting into it now."
At this point, there was nothing he could have said that wouldn't be interpreted as harassment. I
was preparing to leave - how could he try to keep me there, engaging my already savagely beaten ego in
more pointless conversation? I couldn't help but feel like less of a man, having fallen prey to Metherell,
crumbling like a sandcastle against his formidable onslaught of urinal-to-urinal conversation.
What followed was a suspenseful period of painful silence between us. I was relieved of all burdens to respond at this point. I could sense that he was desperately trying to throw out some clever wildcard, something like "So how's classes goin'?" or "So, we excited to graduate?" Instead he said nothing
more and simply admired the marred wall tiles. I knew that this was only a temporary pause, and that it
was my best chance to get away and preserve any remaining shred of sanity that I still grasped on to. With
that, I took a final deep breath, inhaling that odor of sweaty musk once more, and fled the premises without flushing my urinal. Such things were of minor importance at this point.
Each individual stride was impressively long, as though I were desperately avoiding a viscous
predator trailing me across the African Savannah, frothy saliva flowing from its gnashing jaws. The predator in question was Metherell, and his scent trail extended out into the hallway where I knew I would be
home-free. As I crossed the threshold out of hell and into safety, I heard him call out one last time.
"See ya."
See ya, as though we were old friends, as though nothing creepy or bizarre had just occurred.
Such an interesting phrase was this to conclude one of the oddest and most uncomfortable experiences of
my existence. I was surprised. Such a complexly awkward interaction between teacher and student, one so
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ridiculously outlandish on so many levels surely warranted a statement of acknowledgement? Perhaps an
apology for being so unusual or recognition for beginning such a strange conversation would have sufficed.
The irony behind these occurrences is quite amusing in itself. Not once did these nightmarish
interactions occur during English class with Metherell. They occurred during study hall, economics, calculus, any class one can imagine. The man frequented the restroom so often that it made us wonder the
condition and state of his bladder. Perhaps he drank an excessive amount of fluids. Maybe he just loved
starting conversation with someone who was so incapacitated that he couldn't walk away. No matter his
reason, Metherell affected the lives of many students at Hilton High School, leaving his unique indentation on their memories.
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THOSE•.•
poetry by

EDYSON JULIO
As seconds turn to minutes, as
minutes turn to hours. As
hours accumulate, they become
those days we miss. The evenings
in the cutting winds of late December,
where husky coats and heavy
shoes couldn't hold back the biting
cold. Or the toasty nights of late June on
Bryant Ave, pestering the prostitutes, as
they strutted along the sidewalks,
relaxed, twirling their tongues. Or
the chilly nights of an early September,
sprawled across the leather couches
watching war movies - we laughed.
Or the days of always when we
built castles in air, of brick homes
we would own on the sandy, breezy
shores of Brazil. We were
the daily news, our names leaping
from tongue-to-tongue. Everyone
hated us, but we didn't care. So,
bring your knives, your guns, even
your words - I' 11 remind you though,
we will not care. We will not run.
Only, maybe, for some fun. As
seconds turn to minutes, as minutes
turn to hours. As hours accumulate,
they become those days we miss.
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ADDICTION
poetry by
ROBERT POPIELARZ

I am being influenced
By elements of life unnatural
It gives me a voice, but it is my own lateral
You may not hear me too clearly, for my voice is circumvented
My judgment is compromised
Internal dialogue cloudy
Judgment is hazy
Conscience misguided
I fear without I cannot go on
Grinding my teeth, biting my nails
The paths are two distinct trails
Until a compromise is made, agony will prolong
Sober society will reject
I cannot function as an entity alone
My companion must follow all the way home
I realize this choice may cost me some respect
Off on my journey, no time to look back
Life is a breeze, a glowing ember
My senses thank me, for their patience has grown slender
At the peak I stop and gaze knowing the warm comfort will not last
Upon freefall, disappointment endures
Cruel reality smacks me upside the face
Another poor choice, another bad mistake
Upstanding on wobbling feet, my sense of reason I try to procure
Regret stands before me, a nagging pain
Yet my mind turns to one thing
I tum to walk away, my will I hope to bring
With a stabbing shame, I know the cycle will remain the same
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REVELATION
poetry by

DILLON LYNN

Some faces are so staggered by the unknown
The frenzy of a lifetime, shocked by Chaos
Walking into blindness amid the lost darkness
At every corner a dead end
Where Certainty and Reason bend over and bow to Experience
The cleansed naked beast cloaked by confusion
Free from the shackles of control and governmental murder
Endless possibility waiting to be manifested
Hung up on the intangible hook
Impossible to clasp by hand
But the relaxed mind can ponder
And pander to this vast cosmic land
Ramble and wander along the squandered bay
Wade through the cool waters of soft wilderness
Submerge into the vacancy between the horizons
Between dizzied cognition and deranged surprising
Uplifting of the soul beyond fears scrutinizing
Faith in the divine that flourishes in the veins
A dynamo of enchantment electric and insane
Pulsating and expending throughout every limb
Light radiating from my toes to my chin
Righteous loins bind us all together as universal kin
Sanctuary in every pasture of this world we live in
Ancient forests bleed colors of natural Revelation
Let us settle inside these canopies of emancipation
And dream away our demons in night's secretions
The gentle rain that falls during indubitable seasons
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THE ANGLE PRESENTS ...
a collection ofpoems by

KEVIN McALLISTER

AGORAPHOBIA

I've been a brother when I should have been a lover
I've been a secret hidden in shame
I've been an ex when I could have been next
And I've been the stranger without a name
I've forgotten love that can face the public
That can stand tall in the face of all this
Sad, sappy, sticky, tricky, tactile lust we all cling to
I'm fighting for a love that can face the public
That stands unblemished even in the spotlight
A love so pure it ensures a cure for all we've been through
I've been a best friend when there was another man
I've admired from afar when I couldn't be close
I've been a nothing when I could've been something
And I've given nothing when it should have been a rose
And I fight for gas money
So I could be happy for just a weekend
But the fear of a new frontier
Has my knees shaking and weakened
I've been a boy when I should have been a man
To stand
and find a love that can face the public
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KEVIN McALLISTER

THE TREE BY WHICH

I

CRIED

I once sang of love for God
who created and held the Earth
in a delicate and passionate love song
as he separated water from water
and forbade eating from the Knowledge Tree
To my full stomach, he cried:
"I heard you each time you cried
for the one you call your God.
As you sat beneath the sycamore tree
and felt beneath you the warmth of earth,
your words were choked by tear-water,
but I still heard your song."
It was a song

of longing for love; I cried
for the renewal of Grace immersed in water
I once knew God saw Him in the heavens, felt Him on Earth
but I feel cold in the shadow of a tree
And now stands tall the tree
as if it sings to me a song
about earth
and though of emptiness I cried
Still within and around me is God
As cleansing as rain-water
So I dip my hands in a font of water
Clean now to enjoy the fruit of the Life Tree
I bow down and look up to God
Remembering how I sang a song
And cried
To know God on Earth
Stands tall now the sun over Earth
So stand I where Earth meets water afraid, ready, where before I cried
Holding onto the fruit of a tree
That is alive in love and song
to God by me, to me by God
So I look to God from Earth
And sing a song of water
that grew the tree by which I cried
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KEVIN McALLISTER

OUT

I've been searching for a lifetime
and I think I've found it.
There's a brisk wind blowing
and I can't stop shaking.
But I have to get out of my head
Before dread fixes its nest.
The sky is cloudy and they're calling for rain;
I'm shaking again.
Seven perfect pigeons perch, fixated on me
With forty red rose petals wilting under my feet
I'm waiting for a flower who is always in bloom
But winter showers show I should stay in my room
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KEVIN McALLISTER

YELLOW ROOM

Cold bubbling water
The taste of tea on my tongue
Vibrating, my surroundings stretch
An elastic reality pulls into a yellow room
This world is not my own
I'm trapped, suffocated by yellow space
I look around, unable to see a way out
Voices call to me from far away
Shadows in a distance
A way out?
But the yellow closes in around me
As I am suffocated by infinity
What's this?
A window?
My way out?
Reality weaves its way around me
The yellow fades to black
Black and yellow worlds hug
A double-helix universe, a ladder
Leads me back home
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Submission Guidelines
- All writing submissions must be sent to theangle@sjfc.edu.
- Please send all pieces attached in a single document.
- Include your name or a pen name and the title( s) of the
piece(s) submitted in the body of the e-mail.
- Art can be submitted in JPEG, photograph, photocopy,
or original form.
- All submissions are judged anonymously.

Thank You!
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